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I. INTRODUCTION
The American Dream is one of this country’s strongest selling
points.1 It is the symbol of American democracy.2 This concept is
recognized and understood worldwide to mean freedom, justice,
prosperity, and opportunity.3 The American dream has brought people to
America from every crevice in the world; people of all races, religions,
colors, and ethnicities, regardless of age, gender, or socio-economic
background flock to this country in search of “life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness.”4 Likewise, this country’s economic values are
based on a free-market system, which is also indirectly embedded in the
Declaration of Independence.5 A free market can be understood as an
economic theory or system intended to promote efficiency and
competition through minimum government control.6 Simply put, the
more “free” a market is, the less the government regulates. In the United
States, the free market coupled with the ability to accumulate wealth
through private ownership is simply referred to as capitalism.7
Individuals in favor of free-market generally conflate capitalism
with a happy and healthy society.8 They believe that capitalism allows
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anyone to achieve almost anything in life.9 They also believe that
capitalism encourages competition, which keeps businesses honest and
makes them work hard in order to stay comparatively affordable with
other enterprises that provide the same products or services.10 Lastly,
proponents of free-markets claim that capitalism fosters equality; that is,
individuals who are willing to work hard can achieve their goals and
desires regardless of how unattainable they may seem.11 Free-market
defenders have created a false dichotomy. To a degree, there is truth to
these claims, as there have been many stories of people who came from
nothing and now are successful.12 There is no denying that the free
market has allowed for great economic development.13 However, the
question hardly asked is, “at what cost has this economic development
come?” Along with extravagant benefits, corporations have imposed
significant burdens on society.14
On its face, a completely free-market economy sounds ideal.
However, society is hesitant to evaluate the downside of this dominant
economic model. Some of the problems to consider include: who would
stop businesses and corporations from being negligently wasteful if
there is no government regulation? Who would prevent these enterprises
from recklessly polluting the air? Who would stop companies from
infinitely dumping waste wherever and whenever they desire? Who
would restrict industries from consuming all the finite resources the
Earth produces (i.e. fossil fuels)? Who would hold manufacturers to
quality standards in regards to the products they produce? Who would
stop companies from lying to, or misleading, innocent consumers?
These are questions this article addresses and discusses for the reader to
consider.
Statistics demonstrate that complete unrestricted market is
detrimental, especially for the middle and lower classes of society and
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more importantly, to Earth as a whole.15 As scholars have noted, “[o]ur
current economy and morals threaten our democracy.”16 While an elite
few deplete the Earth for their personal acquisition of wealth, many
others struggle to live while leaving a minimal footprint; the small group
of people who do the majority of the damage gain power and wealth
along the way but the permanent damage is paid for by every living
being.17
What economists constantly fail to account for is that Earth has a
finite amount of resources.18 “What the dominant industrialized
civilizations today characterize as ‘progress’ amounts to accelerating
towards their collapse.”19 However, societies do not contemplate this
because humans have come to think of themselves as independent
beings, separate from their nature, especially in modern times.20
Although technological advances empower humans to believe they are
independent beings, they are not as independent as they think. Humans
are dependent upon the Earth and the resources within; everything from
the air we breathe to the food we eat and the water we drink comes from
the very ecosystems humans are destroying.21 People live under the false
notion that technology can fix everything.22 This false rationale of
independence may be part of the reason humans continue to use
resources as if there is no limit.23 If humans do not take the necessary
precautions, this misconception of independence may eventually lead to
human destruction, especially if technology does not catch up to the
lifestyle people have ambitiously anticipated.24
In the meantime, society needs a more ethical and moral approach
to business and economics; one that takes Earth into account.25 This
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cannot happen without a change in the systems of law and governance.26
The current economic growth is simply impractical, and if humans do
not put an end to it, the ecosystems will eventually fail.27 Competition is
necessary, but if people are competing to use up everything they have as
quickly as they can, then they will all end up with nothing.28 Neighbors
want to outdo their neighbors by boasting and flaunting their
possessions. Competition has turned into greed. Society has forgotten
the difference between want and need. Some people excessively
consume, while others suffer from poverty.29 As resources become
scarcer, people will end up fighting for access and control of it. Greed
will turn into a survival of the fittest.30 The consequences include war,
famine and an increase in natural disasters.31
In reality, the American Dream has long faded. The idea of owning
a home is no longer the driving force of a thriving economy, but rather it
is rapid consumption.32 This is visible by the fact that many Americans
do not own a home and yet many still live well above their means,
possessing things they often do not own; this may be why one in three
Americans are in debt,33 while the national debt is currently estimated at
26
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eighteen trillion dollars.34 The dream that once offered promise and hope
is now an ominous nightmare for many. As author and lawyer of
Laurence Tribe imparted:
“We can be truly free to pursue our ends only if we act out of
obligation, the seeming antithesis of freedom. To be free is not simply to
follow our ever-changing wants wherever they might lead. To be free is
to choose what we shall want, what we shall value, and therefore what
we shall be.”35
The purpose of this article is to analyze the behavior of corporate
America and the effect it has on the world from an Earth jurisprudence
standpoint. Furthermore, it will explore two specific industries, oil and
food, and what role they have played in the environment’s health.
Lastly, it will explore potential solutions to see what needs to be done to
prevent future harm.
II. CORPORATIONS DOMINATING IN THE WORLD
Under the law, modern business corporations are considered
artificial beings.36 That means they have “legal rights, limited liability,
no accountability to local communities, and [corporations are] driven
almost solely by economic profit.”37 If business organizations continue
to deplete and waste without any regulation (unrestricted freedom and
no liability), the future does not look prosperous for healthy ecosystems
and everything that rely on them.38 Society has become dependent on
the products businesses produce and the jobs they provide.39 The “top
200 corporations account for more than 25 percent of the world’s
economic activities.”40 However, corporations only employ “less than
one percent of the world’s workforce.” 41
34
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The fact of the matter is it does not matter if the republican or
democratic party holds the power of office because in the United States,
corporations run the show; they have the money, they own the media,
and ultimately they have the power.42 Corporations are glad to
constantly supply peoples’ wants because at the end of the day they only
have one goal: more money.43 The government has further supported
this goal by supplying corporations with assistance and subsidies.44
Over the last century, the economy has expanded by thirty six
times,45 and companies have produced more to keep up with the
demand.46 Surveys show that seventy two percent of “Americans believe
that corporations have too much power.”47 A staggering seventy three
percent of Americans believe that U.S. companies pay top executives
way too much;48 Further, eighty three percent of Americans agree that
the United States is focused on the wrong priorities.49 Ninety five
percent of Americans believe that corporations should use some profit to
help workers and communities.50 Seventy four percent of Americans
said large companies have too much government influence, while eighty
two-percent believe small business does not have enough influence.51 In
addition, it is important to note “respondents made a clear distinction
between corporations and small business.”52 The small group of people
at the top keeps procuring more power at the expense of human
survival...all for the sake of money.53 The top five percent own sixty
42
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percent of the American wealth, while the bottom forty percent own just
0.2 percent.54
In this endless pursuit of economic growth, corporations have been
a leading cause of globalization “which [is] changing [people’s]
consumption patterns so that per capita consumption in many countries
is increasing.”55 Furthermore, economically prosperous corporations
such as Monsanto (agricultural company) and Koch Industries (oil and
gas) are exploiting Earth faster than it can recover;56 however, it does
not make sense to deplete essential non-renewables faster than
alternatives are developed.57 Currently, eighty six percent of energy
comes from fossil fuels, and every year humans burn 400 years’ worth
of fossil fuels.58 The math does not add up. Even worse is human’s
arrogance and false reliance that technology will fix all problems.59 For
example, although technological advancement has increased food
production, much of that produced are processed, filled with hormones
and preservatives causing harm to humans including obesity.60
Replacing nature with technology has come with a high price.
Unfortunately, this is a price no one can afford to pay.61 Aldo Leopold
articulated, “if the biota, in the course of aeons, has built something we
like but do not understand, then who but a fool would discard seemingly
useless parts? To keep every cog and wheel is the first precaution of
intelligent tinkering.”62 “We do not understand enough about this life
support mechanism to carelessly discard parts” and use up limited
resources before there are alternatives.63
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A. HISTORY
In order to truly understand where we are and how we got here, we
should first consider events that helped move us forward to this point.
Western law developed over the last 500 years, beginning with the midsixteenth century Enlightenment Period.64 At this time, “enlightenment
philosophy reflected a massive shift of thinking that privileged reason
and rejected the dogma of religious world views.”65 Theorists, like Rene
Descartes and Francis Bacon, greatly influenced this time period with
their way of thinking which structured a philosophy that subordinated
nature and objectified groups of people.66 It was in this period when
nature became viewed “as an object to be used (and destroyed) for
human benefit.”67 “Ironically, the leading physicists and mathematicians
of today who are in many ways successors of Galileo, Bacon, Descartes,
and Newton, had already rejected this worldview.”68
The next period that brought humans to their present situation
expanded the same method of thinking as the Enlightenment Era in the
nineteenth century in America.69 It was at this time when the “legal
framework shifted to support industrial development.”70 After the
American Revolution, “a new structure of property and tort law”
developed in the name of growth because this was in the best interest of
society as a whole.71 During this time, communities experienced rapid
growth and development without any concerns regarding future
effects.72 “The Industrial Revolution’s dams, mills, factories, and canals
use land with increasing intensity, causing damage that more and more
frequently extended to neighboring, increasingly populated lands.”73
Before the industrial age, strict liability was enforced as a deterrent
of reckless behavior.74 However, the courts moved away from strict
liability and adopted a new tort law negligence standard, which
64
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permitted “landowners not only to degrade their own lands, but often
also to externalize the consequences of their activities by damaging
neighboring lands.”75 This new cost-benefit analysis standard only took
into account “harm to another” but failed to take into account the cost to
Earth and the ecosystems.76 In the modern world, “cost-benefit analysis
can no longer be justified as a tool for evaluating the reasonableness of
individual increments of environmental damage. Each incremental
impact, if taken alone, might have caused little or even no harm at all in
an empty world.”77 Back when the rapid growth and development
began, it may have been tolerable to use this analysis because the
population was smaller, there were fewer businesses engaging in waste,
drilling, and pollution, which resulted in less strain on the environment,
therefore, the damage was bearable.78 On the other hand, the population
has grown so much, and there are so many businesses engaging in such
practices that Earth simply cannot sustain all the harm.79 By the year
2050 the world population is expected to surpass nine billion people.80 It
is no longer feasible to use the current analysis that was adopted years
ago, especially when businesses disregard the Earth and only account
for their bottom line: profits.81
Things began to shift in the 1970s when Ralph Nader generated
awareness as to what was happening in American commerce and the
business world.82 “Responding to the verdict of political pollsters, even
Richard Nixon was talking environmentalism.”83 Nixon went on to say,
“The 1970s must be the years when America pays its debts to the past
by reclaiming the purity of its air, its water, and our living environment.
It is literally now or never!”84 It was also in 1970 that the first Earth Day
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began.85 It was a symbol of awareness and concern.86 In 1971, attorney
Lewis Powell, who is also a board member of Phillip Morris,87 wrote a
memorandum to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce titled, “Attack of
American Free Enterprise System.”88 In this proposal Powell stated,
“We are not dealing with sporadic or isolated attacks from a relatively
few extremists or even from the minority socialist cadre. Rather, the
assault on the enterprise system is broadly based and consistently
pursued. It is gaining momentum and converts.”89 Powell further stated,
“the time has come — indeed, it is long overdue — for the wisdom,
ingenuity and resources of American business to be marshaled against
those who would destroy it.”90 Powell not only captured the Chamber
but he also considered the role of the Courts with his memo:
“Under our constitutional system, especially with an activistminded Supreme Court, the judiciary may be the most important
instrument for social, economic and political change. . . . This is a vast
area of opportunity for the Chamber, if it is willing to undertake the role
of spokesman for American business and if, in turn, business is willing
to provide the funds.”91
Powell’s memorandum continued to argue that individual
corporations could not fight this battle individually, but rather they
needed to join forces, plan carefully and implement large-scale finances
over a period of years.92 “Arguing that the ‘survival’ of capitalism was
at stake, Powell observed that ‘[t]he most disquieting voices joining the
chorus of criticism come from perfectly respectable elements of society;
from the college campus, the pulpit, the media, the intellectual and
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literary journals, the arts and sciences, and from politicians.’”93 The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce took action; they “launched a complex and
coordinated long term counterattack. They created a sophisticated
network of Washington political strategists, media specialists, and
lobbyists selectively distributing bundles of campaign contributions to
legislators.”94
Just months after the infamous memorandum, Powell was
appointed to the Supreme Court by President Nixon and
“environmentalists increasingly began to be portrayed by industry media
efforts as remote, effete, Eastern elitists, or as scruffy, dope-smoking,
unpatriotic, free-loving, iconoclastic extremists.”95 Nixon also fell off
the environmental movement.96 In 1973, Nixon reportedly told his
cabinet: “It’s time to get off the environmental kick” which is exactly
what happened.97
B. PRESENT DAY
Years ago when talk first began about global warming and other
planetary damage, people were skeptical; however, now there is an
abundance of studies and data to demonstrate that Earth is currently in a
global decline.98 Humans do not need science to tell them this, as many
of the changes are apparent. For example, the animal extinction rate has
risen and science supports this showing that “species are disappearing at
rates about a thousand times faster than normal.”99 Also, the human
population has grown resulting in an increase in overall consumption
(food, water, oil) and transportation needs (pollution);100 statistically the
“population has quadrupled in size over the last 100 years.”101 Many
bodies of water are no longer as clean as they used to be.102 It is also rare
93
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to see large quantities of land inhabited by wild animals;103 rather most
property is now owned and developed.104 When stuck in traffic on the
interstate, one can see the factories releasing thick dark smoke into the
air.105 People do not need science to tell us that Earth is losing its natural
aesthetics, cleanliness, and its overall condition is deteriorating. If
regulation is imposed on the corporations that discharge toxins in the air
and water in order to save themselves some money, then deterioration
can drastically be slowed down, at least until technology can catch up to
the rapid growth.106
Today humans live in a world where they take from the Earth more
than it can produce.107 They over-consume the Earth’s “natural capital”
and mass extinction has accelerated.108 Humans have become a people
that believe they are independent.109 This is evident through “loss of
community and of a sense of belonging” replaced with extensive use of
social media, television, and other forms of technology.110 In fact,
humans are much more isolated, distant, and less social now than ever
before; this could be an explanation for their detachment and lack of
care for the natural environment.111 Also, people desire “things” and
they want them now!112 This idea of “instant gratification” is due to
short-term thinking and greed: the here and now, coupled with the
constant want for more, as opposed to thinking of the long-term effects
on future generations.113 Americans live under the false pretenses that
“more” equates to “healthier, safer, happier, and more fulfilled” lives.114
Yet, people around the world seem to want less substance and more of
the simple things; “a secure means of livelihood, a decent place to live,
103
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healthy and uncontaminated food to eat, good education, […and] a clean
and vital natural environment.”115 Studies show that although per capita
consumption has tripled, human satisfaction with life as a whole has
declined.116 Meanwhile, millions of Americans live in poverty.117 On the
other hand, countries with less consumption and “with greater equality
have fewer health and social problems.”118 Even with all the economic
growth and the technological advances, America’s psychological
problems (such as depression)119 and high divorce rates (estimated
around fifty percent),120 which have been rising. People are overmedicated, over-fed, and dependent on drugs and alcohol.121 Korten
says, “our National disability is compounded by our cultural
conditioning to believe that it is our human nature to be individualistic
and often violent competitors for power, money, and material
possessions.”122 It is true that propaganda has made us slaves to our
desires and to corporations.123 Yet most of the damage is done by only
one-fifth of the world’s population as they account for “90 percent of
total consumption while 1.2 billion people live on less than US $1 per
day.”124 Even with all the economic growth, the gap between wealthy
(top one percent) Americans and everyone else has increased
substantially; corporations have exacerbated this disparity.125
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1. Monsanto
Monsanto is a fortune 500 company that primarily licenses
agricultural and chemicals products through their 404 facilities,
dispersed throughout sixty-six countries.126 “By utilizing biotechnology,
Monsanto designs genetically modified (GM) crops in an effort to
maximize the desirable traits within the plant.”127 As Monsanto proffers,
biotechnology such as this can increase (short-term) food supply
through efficient land use and maximum harvests but does not account
for soil depletion or loss of diversity.128 As the population continues to
expand, Monsanto claims to have the answers to the food crisis.129
However:
“Biotech companies like Monsanto force growers to sign a
technology use agreement when growing their patented GE [(genetically
engineered)] crops which stipulates, among other things, they the farmer
cannot save the seeds produced from their GE harvest. Half the world’s
farmers rely on saved seed to produce food that 1.4 billion people rely
on for daily nutrition.”130
Unfortunately, the food problem has increased, leaving people
hungry like no other time in history.131 The United States has been
utilizing GM crops in farming since 1996; it is the world leader in
producing GM crops.132 Some claims made by producers of GM crops
and others in favor of this business is that GM makes foods last longer,
taste better, and even adds nutrition.133 However there is no actual
benefit to the consumer; GM crops can simply withstand pesticides
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better meaning the products have a better shelf life.134 “Engineered crops
are typically infused either with herbicide-resistant genes, pest-resistant
genes, or both.”135 Also, the GM business is very profitable; the GM
market is a multi-billion dollar field and biotech companies play a large
part in that.136
The government assures people that genetic engineering is safe for
the environment and human health alike.137 According to the Center for
Food Safety, these claims are unfounded.138 The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have not
done any long-term studies on the effects to the environment or human
health.139 “Nor has any mandatory regulation specific to [genetically
modified (GM)] food been established.”140 Manufacturers are left to
work on an honor system where they regulate themselves.141 “Doctors
around the world have warned that [GM] foods may cause unexpected
health consequences that may take years to develop.”142 Scientists too
warn of the fatal consequences; these warnings should not be taken
lightly as “previous unheeded warnings have been proven in the past.”143
“Unlike more than 60 other nations around the world, the U.S. does not
yet require labeling of [GM] foods.”144 Europe for example has strong
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regulatory measures starting with food labeling and going as far as
complete bans.145 “Most Americans say they would not eat [GM] food if
labeled,”146 but yet sixty to seventy percent of the food sold in America
“contains substances developed through genetic engineering.”147 Not
only is there a plethora of potential health risks to humans – toxicity,
cancer, allergic reactions, antibiotic resistance, immune-suppression,
and loss of nutrition – but GM products also pose great risk to the
environment.148 Some examples include biological pollution,
superweeds, chemical dependence, genetic contamination, and more.149
The current organic industry is “predicted to generate over $50
billion in revenues in 2025” and projected to grow at around twenty
percent annually.150 However, this industry may not be around for long
as the organic industry is at risk due to cross-contamination from GM
crops.151 “Contamination occurs when genetic data is spread from one
crop to another by various means, including wind, insect activity, or
human intervention.”152 This makes it extremely difficult for organic
crops to co-exist with GM crops and may eventually end the organic
industry and people’s ability to choose what they put in their bodies.153
Taken together, the organic business will be lost and GM crops will be
imposed. Consumers will be left with no choice and eventually everyone
may be forced to eat GM crops.
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2. Koch Industries
“Koch Industries is one of the largest private companies in
America,” and can be found in over sixty countries.154 Koch works
primarily in the refining, chemical, and biofuel industries and transports
crude oil through aboveground and underground pipelines.155 It also
owns and operates many other companies, including ones in consumer
products (Quilted Northern, Brawny, and Dixie), fertilizers, electronic
components, minerals, energy, ranching, glass, and other investments.156
Koch industries generate about $115 billion in annual revenue.157
Although Koch Industries’ website alleges they are compliant with the
rules and that its products have positive environmental effects,158 they
are known to be “notorious environmental polluters.”159 Over the last
decade, Koch Industries has been sued several times in both civil and
criminal court over environmental issues.160
In one instance, Koch was sued by the EPA for more than 300 oil
spills.161 The complaint alleged three million gallons of crude oil spilled
into ponds, lakes, rivers, and streams.162 The case was settled for thirty
million dollars.163 In another instance of reckless disregard for the
environment, Koch violated the Clean Air Act and tried to cover it up
when the company exceeded their benzene emissions.164 Koch pled
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guilty and paid “$10 million in criminal fines and $10 million for special
projects to improve the environment.”165
However, Koch spends millions of dollars to fund “climate change
deniers.”166 The company is also infamous for their efforts to rig the
game in their favor.167 “These efforts start with generous campaign
contributions.”168 Then it proceeds to spend millions on lobbying efforts
along with building institutions designed to promote Koch’s antiregulatory objectives.169 Furthermore, Koch’s foundations have been
known for funding trips for judges; even judges with Koch on their
docket.170 This is what capitalism has become today; it is no longer just
citizens trying to build a stable future, rather it is large corporations
using their money to influence the government in order to maximize
their profits – even at the cost of ecosystems and human wellbeing. In
order to take back democracy from large corporations and give it back to
people so they can once more enjoy their inherent rights, the
government needs to increase regulation and implement changes to the
current economic system. If this can be accomplished, then the
democratic system can begin to be restored, ecosystems revived, dying
species saved, and depleted resources replenished.
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3. Façade
Businesses constantly need to adjust their strategies as they are
deeply affected by consumer trends.171 Many businesses and
corporations have accepted that people want to protect the planet and
that many consumers are looking to purchase “green” products. Some
companies have actually taken an interest in the environment and are
“capitalizing” along the way.172 Others however, instead of changing
their business structure and investing in “green technology” (which
would still allow them to compete in the “green” industry) have
attempted to “capitalize” on this Green Movement without actually
changing anything in their business scheme. So instead of going green,
they just release a couple of green products in order to gain innocent
consumers, but their business approach and products generally do not
change at all.173 These companies are taking advantage of zealous
consumers by using fraud, deceit, and manipulation. Some call it faking
green; others use the phrase smoke screens, and even the term
“greenwashing.”174 Businesses generally greenwash in one of three
ways: confusion, fronting, and posturing.175
Some companies such as Ford, Toyota, and General Motors have
all partaken in “greenwashing” at one point or another.176 For example,
Ford brags about its hybrid and flex fuel cars but “the company joined
other automakers in suing to block a California law that would limit
emissions of gases linked to global warming.”177 Toyota also focuses on
its hybrid cars, such as the Prius, but what the company does not
advertise is the fact that its other vehicles have dropped in fuel
efficiency.178 General Motors’ vehicles are “the number one source of
air pollution and consume one-third of the world’s oil.”179 Although
171
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General Motors plants a tree for every car sold in their Geo division, it
lobbies against fuel efficiency.180 As seen from just a few examples in
one industry, it is not unusual for corporations to engage in such
misleading tactics all in the name of profit.
The food industry takes part in “greenwashing” quite often. Some
familiar brands including General Mills, Kellogg, Kraft, Nestle,
PepsiCo, and Coca-Cola have been scrutinized for their use of GM
ingredients.181 Kashi brand for example asserts they are a small business
selling organic cereal labeled as “natural.”182 However, many people do
not know that Kashi is owned by Kellogg Company (“Kellogg does not
include its name on Kashi packaging”) and its cereal is loaded with GM
and pesticides.183 In addition, many companies are loading their food
products with monosodium glutamate (MSG), a harmful substance that
increases shelf life in order to lower costs.184 Yet many companies still
advertise their products as “natural” or “healthy” or they neglect
labeling completely.185 Companies often use athletes and entertainers to
promote their product that often misleads young consumers. Food
politics expert Michele Simon scrutinized the propaganda used by the
food industry in order to expose “how corporations and lobbyists hide
behind friendly and benign-sounding names.”186 She profiles prominent
front groups such as U.S. Farmers and Ranchers Alliance, the Center for
Consumer Freedom, and the Alliance to Feed the Future and discusses
their typical strategies.187 Through these fronts, industry works to project
an image of trust and neutrality, while at the same time circulating
media and consumer-friendly material that aids their corporate
agenda.”188 The use of agrarian imagery such as cows peacefully grazing
180
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pastures subliminally conveys messages of purity and healthy. The
ordinary person does not have the time to investigate every innocent
sounding publication, which makes it very easy for corporations to
mislead consumers.189
The media and advertising culture have contributed significantly to
the American consumer mentality.190 Corporations have in-house teams
or outsourced consultants that focus primarily on effective advertising
and company image.191 These highly paid and highly skilled individuals
concentrate on strategic and creative marketing, branding, and
promotions. Some may argue that these advertisements do not truly
impact consumer’s decisions or habits; however companies continue to
invest substantial sums of money for customer acquisition. General
Motors for example spent 4.2 billion dollars on advertising in a single
calendar year.192 Wal-Mart spent 2.5 billion dollars in 2010.193
Similarly, General Mills, McDonalds, and Toyota all spent over one
billion dollars in 2011 in advertising.194
III. WHAT IS EARTH JURISPRUDENCE AND CAN IT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?
In order to truly appreciate the law in regards to Earth and the
environment, it is important to briefly discuss the concept of Earth
Jurisprudence and how it can be applied to the issues at hand (how
corporations’ capitalism effect the environment). Jurisprudence means
189
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the study of the general or fundamental elements of a particular legal
system, as opposed to its legal and concrete details.195 In the literal
sense, “jurisprudence” comes from the Latin term juris prudentia, which
means “the study of law.”196 Therefore, Earth jurisprudence can mean
the study of law in regards to Earth’s health. Currently, the structure of
law and governance is human-centered; however it needs to become
more Earth-centered.197 After all, humans are just one small part of
Earth. Humans do not sustain Earth; rather, Earth gives humans
sustenance. Therefore, society needs laws to protect that which supports
life.
Earth jurisprudence is a new field of law, closely related with
environmental law.198 Earth jurisprudence is intended to bring about a
way for humans to live on Earth and in harmony with the Earth. It
promotes fundamentals such as the Earth is not to be used and abused
rather people should try to leave minimal impact. Thomas Berry asserts
that Earth jurisprudence perceives the Earth as a “communion of
subjects and not a collection of objects.”199 He further elaborates that
everything, as members of the Earth community, have “intrinsic rights”
to live and develop.200 Earth jurisprudence is a new way of thinking that
encourages humans to respect all living things, and promotes the rights
of things that cannot speak for themselves.
“Earth jurisprudence is essentially an eco-centric philosophy of law
… creating new laws and governance that respect Nature’s right to
exist.”201 Although an emerging concept, Earth jurisprudence is gaining
awareness and momentum. It is not short-term law that looks at financial
gain but law that attempts to leave a flourishing planet for generations to
come.202 Earth Jurisprudence Law prevents harms and seeks to promote
health and well-being.203 “Society cannot be better than its idea of itself.
Law cannot be better than society’s idea of itself. Given the central role
195
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of law in the self-ordering of society, society cannot be better than its
idea of law.”204
IV. SOLUTIONS AND LEGAL REMEDIES
There are many ways to go about changing the current economic
and environmental status. Three proposals for beginning a healthier way
of life, in conjunction with the environment, rather than opposed to it, is
to start with: (1) changing economic values and calculation methods; (2)
changing the system of lobbying, and; (3) amending the Constitution to
include the Rights of Nature.
Changing America’s economic worldviews can help citizens regain
their democracy and save the life-sustaining planet humans inhabit. It
starts with changing the models of corporate production and human
consumption habits. The first steps are basic ones that can be taken on a
personal level. First, people must educate themselves about the cultural
and economic drivers that are destroying the Earth. Once communities
gain awareness, society can shift from passivity to proactivity.205
Humans can move from a society that competes for individual
advantage to one that cooperates for mutual advantage, and the common
good.206 Furthermore, people can move away from energy intensive
industrial agriculture to local, low input family farm agriculture.207
Secondly, the system of lobbying desperately needs change and
regulation. Those with money should not have undue influence of the
government. Rather, a democracy should be based on the choices of the
majority and the wellbeing of society as a whole. Finally, there is no
better way to create change than through amending the Constitution to
guarantee the rights society wants protected. The United States
Constitution is a deeply rooted document that is respected and observed.
It is the highest authority of the land.208 Therefore, amending the U.S.
Constitution can have an authoritative impact on society and how people
perceive Earth and nature.
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A. ECONOMICS
America’s current economic methods have been successful at
producing profits and expanding business growth.209 However, our
current economic calculations do not take into account society’s
wellbeing or the environment.210 The cost-benefit analysis is not
working to sustain the environment.211 “We cannot have well humans on
a sick planet. We cannot have a viable human economy by devastating
the Earth economy.”212 In order to prevent complete depletion of Earth,
and therefore all life systems, individuals need to do more than recycle,
car-pool, and use less paper (although these are important). Citizens
need to regulate the root of the problem so that we do not consume and
pollute more than the Earth is capable of regenerating. People need to
change their economic views at large, as entire nations, starting with
reducing corporate power and influence. Over recent years, there have
been minimum business regulations, and the existing regulations usually
favored the wealthy.213 This has been followed by scientific evidence
regarding our societal and environmental decline. It is obvious that an
unregulated free market works in only one-way: creating short-term
profit. However, it disregards other important areas such as human
health, safety, and Earth sustainability, which is why the economy needs
regulation.214 America needs regulation that protects the whole of
society, not just the wealthy.215
Some believe that there is no middle ground and that if one does
not believe in unregulated capitalism then they must be unpatriotic or
anti-American. That dichotomy is an extreme and ignorant view.
Reasonable people compromise when necessary and there is no time
more necessary than now.216 There is no time to argue; humans need
solutions. The current free-market is not focused on the long-term. The
209
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current production output is very high and consumption is very high.
People are too focused on what they want (bigger factories, more
production, increased profits, etc.) as opposed to being content with
what they have or need, and Earth is paying the ultimate price.
Capitalism is one of the greatest American values and society
should hold on to this. On the other hand, society needs adapt its
economic system since it is leading toward destruction of the
ecosystems and the planet’s viability. A minimally regulated market has
led to human imprisonment, where people have become slaves to their
wants, their desires, and the industry.217 Yet most disciplined business
people or investors admit that success requires rules and regulations. For
example, a successful business has procedural standards for its
employees to follow. Likewise, schools have rules for students to abide
by. Governments have laws. Nature, too, follows laws such as the laws
of physics (i.e. gravity) and the laws of motion (i.e. velocity). Even
economics have laws, as Joshua Farley explains:
“As an economy grows, marginal benefits we get from its growth
are less and less. The marginal costs on the environment become greater
and greater. The more we produce of something, the less it is worth …
In economics the idea is you stop engaging in an activity when marginal
costs exceed marginal benefit. It becomes uneconomic growth where we
become worse off as a result of increasing economic production and
consumption.”218
It is evident that without laws and regulations there would be chaos.
Why is it that businesses require their employees to follow rules but the
corporations themselves see rules as adverse? This can be answered by
implementing the law of double standards. This is when someone
imposes something on someone else that they do not want to abide by.
Social and behavioral scientists agree that one effective way to
change behavior is through implementing reinforcements (i.e.
incentives) and punishments (i.e. sin tax, fines, injunctions, and prison
time).219 The current system where the free-market impedes
sustainability is not achieving healthy or sustainable balance by any
means. In order to reverse the damage, environmental laws must precede
217
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the free-market for two reasons. First, ultimately, sustaining life
precedes making money. Second, in the past and currently, economic
growth took precedent over environmental protection so now growth
must take the backseat in order to undo the damage and develop
processes that grow within Nature’s limits. Businesses, however, can
still compete because competition (to a certain degree) is healthy; but
there must be structure, rules, and guidelines to have fair competition. If
companies choose to use harmful products or methods to save money or
avoid costs then they should be responsible for the environmental and
social harm they cause (shifting the burden of proof). Additionally, this
shift will give companies and businesses a fair playing field as it should
apply to all, big and small. Raising the requirements on everyone keeps
the competition aspect of capitalism while implementing vigilance and
concern for the Earth environment. The rules are fairer when they apply
to everyone across the board, regardless of wealth or size. This would be
one way of balancing competing interests.
Some government regulation is a good thing, especially when the
regulation is chosen or ratified by the people. Regulation keeps society
functioning smoothly. Take for example state regulations on driving
(e.g. speed limits, stop lights, lanes). Imagine driving on roads that did
not have rules. Likewise, businesses also need some regulation.
Business without regulation would allow corporations to reap the
benefits of society without being held accountable to anyone. This is not
justice. “To save the democracy we thought we had, we must take it to
where it’s never been.”220
B. LOBBYING
Most lobbying is pervasive and corrupt, but it functions very well.
Many big corporations with deep pockets are taking advantage of the
system and are essentially writing the laws and regulations
themselves.221 Lobbyists persuade congressmen and judges to endorse
and sign biased legislation that unjustly favors preferential interests.222
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How is this legal or ethical? Lobbyists claim it is an exercise of their
First Amendment right (free speech); however, it stops being political
speech when members of the government receive campaign incentives,
gifts, or contributions from these groups. Since Powell’s
memorandum,223 lobbying has grown drastically. In Washington, from
1970 to 1978, full-time corporate lobbyists grew from 71 to 4,000.224
General Motors, Toyota, Mobil, and Amoco are just a few of the many
corporations that fund lobbyists.225 “In 1996, [industry groups] formed
the Air Quality Standards Coalition (“AQSC”) specifically to fight EPA
rules.”226 This group included Monsanto and Koch Industries.227
One essential step to a better government and enhanced democracy
(one that does not allow corporations to have excessive power and
simultaneously protects the Earth) is through the restriction of lobbying
and unobstructed transparency. Currently, lobbying is too influential and
causes dishonesty in politics. America needs to go back to being a
democracy of “one-person-one vote” as opposed to “one-dollar-onevote.”228 Lobbying allows those with power and money to gain more
power and money. Individuals without large sums of money never get to
share their side of the story with legislators and those individuals make
up most members of society and small businesses.229 Furthermore, there
should be some type of regulation (or at the very least close monitoring
and scrutiny) of corporate members who later transfer to become
influential members of the government.230
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C. CONSTITUTION
When Christopher Columbus first arrived in the Americas, the
founders relentlessly persecuted the Native Americans (otherwise
known as Indigenous people or Indians) killing millions of them and
occupying their land by force.231 Equally, African Americans were
enslaved and barred from owning land and obtaining rights.232 Similarly,
women were oppressed, prevented from attaining an education, and
precluded from voting.233 Robert Heinlein states, “A generation which
ignores history has no past and no future.”234 Humans need to realize
that they have acted unjustly, and today people are doing to Earth the
same things they did before to other humans; we are enslaving Earth in
order to satisfy human desires and greed. Fortunately, society was able
to admit their old ways were wrong, and they were able to correct most
of the past injustices by amending the Constitution and giving deprived
people their natural rights. The problem with the present scenario is
humans do not have unlimited time to realize that Earth needs
protection. It needs its rights to exist and flourish, to be recognized and
protected. Earth has been abused and taken advantage of at the expense
of future generations.235
The Constitution currently gives rights and liberties to human
beings. Among them are the right to choose and practice religion,
freedom of speech, the right to bear arms, and much more. The
Fourteenth Amendment declares, “nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”236
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Theoretically, humans are treated very well under the supreme law of
the land and they have the right to live freely. However in the
Constitution, there is no mention of rights for animals, plants, or the
land. The founding fathers believed that humans possessed natural
rights; rights that humans receive intrinsically simply by existing, given
to them by their creator. However, the founding fathers unlikely saw the
position humanity is in today: where the population is so large and
certain individuals and corporations are so powerful that people are
actually depleting Earth faster than it can replenish.237 When the
founding fathers created the Constitution, they had just escaped from the
tyranny of the British crown. They created laws that protected citizens
from the government; they could not possibly have envisioned that Earth
itself would need protection.
Now Americans live in a world that is much different from the one
the Framers lived in. As the world keeps changing, laws too must adapt
to those very changes. The current Constitution protects people and even
corporations, but does not mention anything about animals, plants, and
the land. Nature urgently needs its own set of rights. These rights should
be specifically tailored or altered, as it does not make sense to give
nature the same rights as humans considering the innate differences.
Nature needs its own rights; the right to exist, persist, and to be
respected.238 If people do not believe that nature and the creatures that
dwell therein inherently deserve rights, then people should give nature
rights at least for the sake of human survival, if nothing more. The U.S.
Constitution should be ratified or amended to include the Rights of
Nature. Ecuador is the first nation that has ratified its constitution to
include nature’s rights.239 The United States should follow in their
footsteps. The Founding Fathers would have certainly included the
rights of nature in these nations’ Constitution had they foreseen the
problems existing today.
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V. CONCLUSION
“If one does not look into the abyss, one is being wishful by simply
not confronting the truth…”240 Throughout American history, American
society as a whole has done many things not worthy of pride. Currently,
there is an abundance of science to suggest that corporations are
damaging the atmosphere, using up all the natural energy, and polluting
the food and water supply. Just consider how many species have gone
extinct over the last decade. Also consider how the population has
grown rapidly over the years and continues to grow, and how our daily
per capita consumption has increased.241 More importantly, people do
not necessarily need science to tell them most of these things; it can be
seen plainly in communities and throughout the world. A great deal of
this irreversible damage has been done for a very cheap price (i.e.
proprietary gain).
When most people are asked if they would rather have their
favorite tangible items (homes, cars, boats, jewelry) or their life, they
would choose their life without any hesitation; just ask a person dying of
a terminal disease. The apparent reason for this is that no dead person
can enjoy tangible worldly things; therefore life precedes what people
would call priceless material objects. Likewise, offer someone a large
sum of money, in exchange for giving up their life; it is safe to assume
that everyone would certainly reject the offer. The million-dollar
question then becomes, why are people not concerned about the planet
that sustains human life? After all, how can people enjoy all the wealth
they acquire if they do not even have a healthy place to live? The answer
is simple…most people either do not believe the problem is urgent
(because people seem to be living “just fine” currently); or people do
believe that there is a growing problem but they believe that technology
will figure it all out.
Humans have made vast improvements over the decades and
centuries; people should not lose hope now. In 1970 the first Earth Day
took place242 and more recently, Ecuador implemented Nature’s Rights
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into their Constitution.243 This is proof that the message is being heard
and people do care. That same drive and willingness that carried
humanity to where it is today needs to continue to push people forward.
Economic views and systems need to be altered. The lobbying structure
needs to be reformed. Lastly, the Constitution needs to be amended to
include the rights of nature. The public has gained awareness, which is
vital to bringing about the necessary changes, but time remains limited.
Many people realize that economic growth comes with a hefty price tag
that is no longer practical. Many companies have heard the voices and
have changed their ways.244 Communities are changing their ways on
both an individual and on a global community level. Change is certainly
emerging for the greater common good.
However, to say there is no problem is ignorant, and to say that
time will solve the problem is naïve. Humans are so consumed with all
their fancy gadgets that they do not realize the valuable time they are
wasting. Societies need to become ecologically and economically
educated and proactive. Every person has an individual duty to do the
best they can and a duty to stop others from causing harm. The more this
worldview or understanding gets out among the people, the more
participation. Then the change can take place. The less humans
consume, the more clear our message will become to corporations and
the media. They will be forced to change their ways and production will
decrease, so the time for change begins now.
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